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Postmaster Richmond MN 
Cell:  320-250-4612 Email:  mnupmapresident@gmail.com  

 

TONY TERWEY-PRESIDENT 

And just like that the Sixth Annual UPMA Minnesota 

State Convention is in the books for 2022.  I find the 

convention to be a great investment of my time toward 

a more productive and informative career.   

The convention offered great training on NDI or              

National Delivery indicator, the latest news on              

legislative efforts by our association, chapter member 

representative information with do’s/don’ts and a lot of 

information surrounding postal reform impacts at the 

local level.  In previous articles I talked about making 

an investment in your career by attending state               

convention and getting involved in the greater good for 

all EAS.  The convention was a great investment,       

because where else can you get sixty plus EAS from 

across the whole state of Minnesota having great     

dialogue, discussing the issues that impact us the 

most, all while sharing information to make us better 

Postmasters and managers. I love the opportunity to 

network, discuss and gather view points from everyone 

who attended state convention. Plus Duluth offered us 

some great weather and terrific views of Lake Superior. 

I have often said being short staffed is probably one of 

the biggest challenges a Postmaster or manager will 

face in your entire postal career.  It is great to see many 

sites having success in the recruitment challenge put 

out by the District at midyear.  Kudos to the successful 

effort to find new team members. The successful sites 

have really taken ownership of the application and   

hiring process from start to finish when they find an 

interested applicant, being hands on with each step.  

 The stories of success have include local high school 

recruits, churches pastors sending people in need,   

current employees sending in new recruits and       

workforce centers as high potential spots for likely    

applicants.  I hope you are all able to embrace the role 

of recruiter and find yourself a talented team member 

to carry out your customer service expectations going 

forward, thus eliminating the short staff problem.   

 Did you see the career fair for future EAS?  Did you  

notify your high potential employees of all the            

opportunity coming in the near future right here in the 

state of Minnesota?  

On the legislative front I am hopeful the pension offset 

bill will be on the floor and approved prior to this       

legislative term coming to an end.  At convention we 

were just a few co-sponsors away from making this 

happen. The work on this piece of legislation has been 

ongoing for a few years and will make whole many of 

our members that are currently not receiving full       

benefits due to past laws.  I sure hope our elected    

delegation from Minnesota gets this done at the federal 

level. 

How is your rural mapping going these days in your   

office?  It is quite the process but always nice to see it 

through to completion.  I encourage you to help out a 

neighbor if your able to, as we have many sites      

struggling to get this done.  The process does take 
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some time and your carriers should want the data      

accurate as it will have a direct relation to carrier pay 

someday soon.  

Have you check in on your NPA cell block in the last 

month?  Hopefully you have been able to reduce work 

hours with reduced mail volume over summer and drive 

higher scanning scores which in turn should increase 

your NPA.  I am hopeful to bust into a block seven at 

some point here this summer, but currently still hanging 

around a low block six in my office.  I will continue to 

strive for perfection in scanning and minimize my work 

hours as best I can going forward to close out the year 

strong in my operation.  The district indicators are     

moving up slowly too, which also helps the overall block 

score.  

The Minnesota Chapter is currently recruiting the next 

class of Chapter Member Representatives for our          

Membership.  As a representative you would assist a 

member in need with a investigative interview, EEO,    

harassment claim or adverse action.  The training is one 

full day this fall with one training being held in Phoenix 

AZ, and one being held in Baltimore MD,   Please reach 

out if you have interest or want to talk more about the 

CMR position.  A CMR is a great way to assist your fellow 

members in a time of need.  The training is excellent and 

will build your skill set for the future. 

I close with wishing you the best summer vacation you 

can have.  Take the time off to relax and recharge.  Rely 

on your buddy office to take the reins while you are on 

leave. 

Until next time!  

Tony!   

 

Tony and Dan 

Ship coming in under the lift 

bridge 
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Why or Why not?       

 

There is always a first-time for everything, my first time to the Minnesota UMPA conference! 

My first impression as I wait along with everyone else to sign in,  

Why am I here? 

Why would I take annual leave to come sit and listen to who knows what? 

Most people would call that the cold feet syndrome, my respond would be  

I could be working! 

Then it hits me Why not? 

Go find out what it’s all about because going back to work right now is not an option!  

I would never have said that in the past for I love being a postmaster. 

I enjoyed the employee’s and customers, that is why I’m in the Customer Service Business. 

Our challenges are more demanding, and everything must be done NOW. 

Our technology is faster, customers are demanding the speed in which it takes to order on our smart phones.  

What could I find out that would help me and my fellow postmasters?  

Is it going to be a motivated speech or dry motions? 

 

Well, let me spill the beans, it’s much more then that…… 

I now understand what they do for me and why it’s important to join and come to the convention.  

Come on fellow postmasters this is not just for the retired but for the active ones too!   

To be successful in your job and/or out of the Post Office we need great people behind the scenes that can    

lobby for us. Our organization need purpose in this society, whether it’s being a bystander or being active. 

“Sometimes were tested not to show our weakness but to discover our strengths”  

“There is always strength in numbers” 

Next year make it your first conference…. 

See you there …..     

 

 

 

Laurie Lundgren 

Postmaster 

Deerwood 
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Area Position Title Office Level Person Selected Effective 

Date of 

E Postmaster Canby 18 Benjamin Wermers 6/18/22 

H Postmaster Casselton 43 Hannah Zamora 6/18/22 

C Supv Customer Service Elk River 17 LeAnn Lasho 6/18/22 

H Postmaster Grand Forks 22 James Pearce 6/18/22 

D Postmaster Lindstrom 43 Barbara Madson 6/18/22 

E Postmaster Luverne 43 Robert Wrenn 6/18/22 

A Mgr Customer Service Op Minneapolis 23 Cassandra Seifert 6/18/22 

MW Supv Distribution Opera-

tions 

Minneapolis P&DC 17 Ababakri Amuda 6/18/22 

MW MGR MAINTENANCE Minn-STP NDC 20 Vicmari Jusino 6/18/22 

D Postmaster Spring Grove 18 Kendra Hageman 6/18/22 

H Supv Customer Service Thief River Falls 17 Amy Bartels 6/18/22 
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Retired MGR, TACS Help desk, Eagan,MN  
 Cell phone:  507--390-1164 

Email:  amp2016@yahoo.com 

ANITA PFIEFER SECRETARY/TREASURER 

Greetings, 

 

The City of Duluth did not disappoint for this year’s 

State Convention!! 

We had over 50 in attendance, and we missed those of 

you who did not attend. 

It is always good to meet the 1st timers who attend – 

and see our longtime friends, again. 

 

Our speakers: Earl Husbands, UPMA Vice President-

North, District Manager MN-ND Tony Williams,        

Postmaster Stewartville and UPMA Executive Director 

Dan Heins and HQ Retail and Delivery Analyst Michael 

Rice provided good information on current events.   

I will say this about Michael Rice’s presentation:  he 

knows what he is talking about !! 

 

While I (as a retiree) did not understand most of what 

he was referring to – you know all the new acronyms – 

he was interesting to listen to and answered all the 

questions presented to him.  It is amazing how in depth 

the reporting and searching for information is these 

days. 

 

Our evening fun with Rolle Bolle is always a fun time by 

all.  And the weather was perfect after showers in the 

morning. My husband, Steve, a native Minnesotan, had 

never seen a ship entering or leaving the Duluth port. 

We were able to watch a ship, the American Integrity, 

heading out to Lake Superior.  The Duluth lift bridge 

was raised and it is always an amazing site to see, 

along with the size of the ships. 

 

Welcome to all our new members!!  We hope that you 

will consider attending the State Convention next year.  

Our Chapter is continuing the membership incentive for 

signing up any new active or retiree member. For     

signing up the 1st new member = $25, 2nd new      

member = $50 and the 3rd and each following new 

member = $100.  There is a list of the non-member 

Post Offices for your review in this publication – give 

the OIC or Postmaster a call about joining UPMA.     

Joining is easy, just go to the UPMA website 

(unitedpma.org) AND you get 1 year of free member-

ship!! Let’s encourage Postmasters, all EAS employees, 

associates, and retirees to join UPMA. 

 

There are two events that I urge you to consider       

attending.  The UPMA National Convention will be held 

in St. Louis on August 20th to the 26th.  One of the few 

locations that is drivable from Minnesota – that will be 

how I chose to get there.  There are many different 

training sessions offered and the biggest benefit is the 

networking with other EAS from across the country. 

 

The next event is the Central Area Officer’s Seminar to 

be held in Sioux Falls, South Dakota on September 16th 

– 18th. At the last seminar, we had training on          

Parliamentary procedures – we received Robert’s Rules 

of Order – and it was most interesting.  I am sure the 

organizers will have other informative training offered 

again. 

 

Hoping you all are able to have a wonderful Minnesota 

summer – humidity and mosquitos notwithstanding. 

 

Anita Pfiefer 

 

Newly installed officers 2022 
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UPMA Minnesota Chapter Executive Board Meeting 

Tuesday, January 25, 2022, at 7:00pm via Zoom 

Meeting called to order by President Tony Terwey at 7:03pm.   

Retired President Margie Jacobson provided the invocation.  

Secretary/Treasurer Anita Pfiefer led us in the Pledge of Allegiance. 

Roll Call: in attendance: Tony Terwey, Pauline Lambrecht, Margie Jacobson, Jason Croshaw, Anita Pfiefer, 

Vanessa Nielsen.  Guest: Erin Jeandron. 

Approval of Agenda: Motion by Margie Jacobson, second by Jason Croshaw/passed.   

President:  Tony Terwey reported we are through peak and thanks to everyone. Rochester was cleared prior to 

Christmas but still needs assistance. DM Tony is focused on hiring to help the field.  Maybe more rural PTF’s for 

hiring incentive. Mail-1st in/1st out to manage delayed mail, hard for PM’s to get annual leave. UPMA national 

working on .5% increase as part of the mitigation process. Everyone should be on UPMA Gold – good infor-

mation and President Edmund’s Friday message is there. Discussion on PM installations and plaque distribution 

– want to keep the importance of the PM in the community. 

Secretary Treasurer: Anita Pfiefer presented minutes from the November 9, 2021 board meeting that were 

mailed to the board for review.  Minutes will be published following approval.  Motion to approve minutes as 

printed by Tony Terwey, second by Margie Jacobson/passed.  

Anita Pfiefer presented the financial report 

YTD (12/31/2021) Balance Sheet information presented. 

$ 12,161.03     Certificate of Deposit 

$ 40,505.08      Regular savings 

$   4,150.03        Scholarship Checking  

$     142.48         Scholarship Savings 

$ 49,269.84        Regular Checking                    

$106,228.46       Total Assets 

$           0.00       Total Liabilities   

Motion to approve report by Pauline Lambrecht, second by Jason Croshaw/ passed.  

VP Membership: Pauline Lambrecht reported she attended the 2022 Membership Academy.  Need new young 

members, every member should be ready to encourage new members and have rail cards, forms. Encourage 

204B’s as associate members and when they get promoted, they are members.  Will pay mileage to recruit, give 

new members a folder or something for joining. There was a segment on the comparison of UPMA benefits ver-

sus NAPS.  Every chapter should have a career awareness conference and work together with their district.  

Pauline committed the MN Chapter to add 18 new members by March 31st. 

VP Education/State Convention: see report under new business  

VP Chapter Member Representative: no report 
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VP Legislative/PAC: Jason Croshaw reported meetings are scheduled at Legislative Summit for McCollum, Emmer, 

Hagedorn and Fischbach.  The House will not be in session but the Senate will be in town. Attendees are Jason, 

Tony T. Dan and Karen, Anita and Steve. 

Editor: Vanessa Nielsen reported the Jan/Feb issue should be arriving soon. 

Retired President: Margie Jacobson reported she attended the 2022 Membership Academy and it was very will at-

tended and had new ideas for increasing membership.  She is working on the 2023 state convention bids in the SE 

quadrant and looking for a more central location to attract attendees. 

Scholarship: Tony Terwey reported 2021 recipients have received their checks and their information will be in the 

next Postmark.  Application will be in the March issue. 

Unfinished business: State convention update, still looking for entertainment, Duluth Postmaster will come, HQ 

speaker?? Probably not since they attend national convention. UPMA will have a national 

representative. 

New business:  none 

Other Business:  Central Area Officer’s Seminar in Milwaukee on March 11-13. Motion to approve expenses by 

Pauline Lambrecht/seconded Tony Terwey/passed. 

a) Next board meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, May 10th at 7 pm via Zoom. 

Adjourn: motion to adjourn meeting at 8:35pm by Margie Jacobson, second by Pauline Lambrecht/passed.   

Respectfully submitted,  Anita M. Pfiefer, Secretary Treasurer MN UPMA Chapter  

 

 

" Friends of Ann Bennett"  Ann was our historian for many years of Napus membership.      

We have recently found out she is in a home in Barnum, MN 

We thought it would be nice if those of us who knew Ann would just send her a card and 

make her day!!! 

 

She can be reached at :  Ann Bennett  % New Perspective Care Center,  Barnum MN  55707 
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The regular Executive Board Meeting of the Minnesota Chapter of UPMA was held on Tuesday, May 10, 2022 at 

7:00pm via Zoom. President Tony Terwey called the meeting to order at 7:00 pm with Secretary Treasurer Anita 

Pfiefer present. Retired President Margie Jacobson provided the invocation. President Tony Terwey led us in the 

Pledge of Allegiance. 

Roll Call: in attendance: Tony Terwey, Margie Jacobson, Chad Stephan, Jason Croshaw, Anita Pfiefer, Vanessa 

Nielsen. Guest(s): none. Not attending: Pauline Lambrecht, Carey Welder, Andrea Koczur.   

Approval of Agenda: Motion by Jason Croshaw, second by Margie Jacobson/passed.  

President:  Tony Terwey reported he met with Jennifer at the convention hotel. APWU contract training provided by 

UPMA. Looking at ordering padfolios. 

Secretary Treasurer: Anita Pfiefer presented minutes from the January 25, 2022 board meeting that were mailed 

to the board for review.  Minutes will be published following approval.  Motion to approve minutes as printed by 

Jason Croshaw, second by Margie Jacobson/passed.  

Anita Pfiefer presented the financial report 

YTD (04/30/2022) Balance Sheet information presented. 

$ 12,175.11            Certificate of Deposit 

$ 40,535.38       Regular savings 

$   4,165.03        Scholarship Checking  

$     142.58         Scholarship Savings 

$ 59,888.11        Regular Checking                    

$116,906.21      Total Assets 

$           0.00       Total Liabilities   

Motion to approve report by Margie Jacobson, second by Jason Croshaw/ passed.  

VP Membership: Margie reported for Pauline – membership is at 64.22% and reported on contest standing.  

VP Education/State Convention: Chad reported on state convention updates.  He has a district employee sched-

uled to discuss scanning and other topics. 

VP Chapter Member Representative: been taking several phone calls 

VP Legislative/PAC: Jason Croshaw reported that Dan and others were able to be at the signing of the Postal Re-

form Bill.  Next item to work on is the WEP GPO bill. 

Editor: Vanessa Nielsen reported articles are due May 16th. Will email pdf to national office for distribution. 

Retired President: Margie Jacobson reported on status of the 2023 state convention bids and national veterans 

project to dress a vet ‘head to toe’. 

Scholarship: Tony Terwey reported 14 applications this year and will work on getting thank you’s and/or video 

clips. 

Unfinished business: none 
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New business:  recognition of outgoing officers.  Motion by Anita to approve $100 for each, second by Jason/

passed. 

Other Business:   

Next board meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, June 15, 2022 at 6:30pm in Duluth at the Inn on Lake Superior 

prior to the MN State Convention. 

Adjourn: motion to adjourn meeting at 8:25pm by Margie Jacobson by, second by Vanessa Nielsen/passed.   

Respectfully submitted, Anita M. Pfiefer, Secretary Treasurer  

Officers being sworn in by                                   

National VP Earl Husbands 
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Postmaster Retired of Waterville MN  

Cell: 507-649 –1034 Email:  margiepm@yahoo.com  

MARGIE JACOBSON, RETIREE PRESIDENT   

Area 9 Retired Area Rep 

RETIREES AT STATE CONVENTION 

     The 2022 Minnesota State UPMA Convention is in 

the books.  Duluth was a great host city and our      

location at The Inn on Lake Superior on Canal Park Dr 

was a great place to hold the Convention and be able 

to be a part of all the activity in the harbor. 

     We had three first time retirees in attendance:  

Jane Olsem, Mary Wels, and Terry Neneman.   The  

Veterans in attendance were also recognized.   It was 

so exciting to see that we had 32 retirees in             

attendance.  I wish I would have taken a retiree      

picture. 

    Bruce Nelson was re-elected as the State Retirees 

Secretary-Treasurer.  Congratulations Bruce!  I know 

he will continue to do a great job for our retirees. 

     We talked about Membership.  It has been frustrat-

ing when the actives sign up ten or more new        

members and our total membership only grows by a 

few because we lose the new retirees by not getting 

them signed up within their free six months.                  

I challenged each retiree to sign up at least one new 

member, active or retired.  There are new rail cards 

listing the “Benefits of Joining UPMA Retired”.  A copy 

of the rail card is in this Postmark Minnesota.  If you 

need an 1187R please let me know.  There was a 

copy of the 1187R in the last issue of this publication.   

     There were no new changes submitted for our     

retirees Bylaws. 

     Time and Place for 2023—Three hotels submitted 

bids (two from Rochester and one from Lakeville).  It 

was moved that we not accept any of the sites current-

ly up for consideration and authorize President Terwey 

to appoint a committee of two active and two retired 

members in addition to himself that would research 

possible sites for the 2023 Chapter Convention and 

make a recommendation to the Executive Board who 

would make the final decision by October 1, 2022 as 

to where the 2023 Convention will be held. That     

motion passed so you will have to wait a little longer 

for the decision of Time and Place for 2023. 

     The candidates for the National Retiree positions 

were introduced.  Rosa Gonzales Texas is running for 

National Secretary UPMA Retired for 2022-2024.  

There are two candidates for National Treasurer UPMA 

Retired:  Louise Nix of Georgia and Bill Tierney of    

Wisconsin.   

     The retirees also decided to make a donation to the 

Scholarship fund and to continue to pay their Officers 

at the same rate as last year.   

     It was so great to see everyone that was able to 

make it to this year’s Convention.  If you were not able 

to attend this year, start making your plans for next 

year.   

     I also want to thank all of those who shared words 

of sympathy and encouragement in the recent loss of 

my husband, Bob. 

Postmasters and Retiree’s at Bob’s Funeral 
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     Hope to see you all soon. 
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Hello Minnesota UPMA members 

 

As they were passing around the signup sheet (at the state convention) to retirees to submit an article for The Postmark, it came 

to me that I could send one in.  I do an article called Bill’s Buzz in each edition of the Zip Line.  I try and find something health 

oriented and occasionally offer some editorial comments on various topics. 

 

I hope you enjoy this tip: 

 

Hot Weather Safety for Older Adults 

Suyin's Story 

Suyin’s bus was late. Even though it was noon on a very hot summer day, she decided to walk from the grocery store to her 

home. At 72—healthy and active—Suyin thought the heat would be no match for her! Yet, after walking just one block, she felt 

dizzy and weak. 

Too much heat is not safe for anyone. It is even riskier if you are older or have health problems. It is important to get relief from 

the heat quickly. If not, you might begin to feel confused or faint. Your heart could become stressed and stop beating.  

Being hot for too long can be a problem. It can cause several illnesses, all grouped under the name hyperthermia (hy-per-THER-

mee-uh): 

 Heat syncope is a sudden dizziness that can happen when you are active in hot weather. If you take a heart medication 

called a beta blocker or are not used to hot weather, you are even more likely to feel faint. Rest in a cool place, put your 

legs up, and drink water to make the dizzy feeling go away. 

 Heat cramps are the painful tightening of muscles in your stomach, arms, or legs. Cramps can result from hard work or 

exercise. Though your body temperature and pulse usually stay normal during heat cramps, your skin may feel moist 

and cool. Find a way to cool your body down. Rest in the shade or in a cool building. Drink plenty of fluids, but not those 

with alcohol or caffeine. 

 Heat edema is a swelling in your ankles and feet when you get hot. Put your legs up to help reduce swelling. If that 

doesn’t work fairly quickly, check with your doctor. 

Rolle Bolle    

participants 

were careful to 

stay hydrated! 
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 Heat exhaustion is a warning that your body can no longer keep itself cool. You might feel thirsty, dizzy, weak, uncoordi-

nated, and nauseated. You may sweat a lot. Your body temperature may stay normal, but your skin may feel cold and 

clammy. Some people with heat exhaustion have a rapid pulse. Rest in a cool place and get plenty of fluids. If you don’t 

feel better soon, get medical care. Be careful—heat exhaustion can progress to heat stroke. 

Heat Stroke—A Medical Emergency 

If you have heat stroke, you need to get medical help right away. Older people living in homes or apartments without air condition-

ing or fans are at most risk. People who become dehydrated or those with chronic diseases or alcoholism are also at most risk. 

Signs of heat stroke are: 

 Fainting (possibly the first sign) or becoming unconscious 

 A change in behavior—confusion, agitation, staggering, being grouchy, or acting strangely 

 Body temperature over 104°F (40°C) 

 Dry, flushed skin and a strong, rapid pulse or a slow, weak pulse 

 Not sweating even if it is hot 

Who Is at Risk? 

Each year, most people who die from hyperthermia are over 50 years old. Health problems that put you at greater risk include: 

 Heart or blood vessel problems 

 Poorly working sweat glands or changes in your skin caused by normal aging 

 Heart, lung, or kidney disease, as well as any illness that makes you feel weak all over or results in a fever 

 Conditions treated by drugs, such as diuretics, sedatives, tranquilizers, and some heart and high blood pressure medicines; 

they may make it harder for your body to cool itself 

 Taking several prescription drugs; ask your doctor if any of your medications make you more likely to become overheated. 

 Being very overweight or underweight 

 Drinking alcoholic beverages 

How Can I Lower My Risk? 

Things you can do to lower your risk of heat-related illness: 

 Drink plenty of liquids, such as water or fruit or vegetable juices. Stay away from drinks containing alcohol or caffeine. If 

your doctor has told you to limit your liquids, ask what you should do when it is very hot. 

 If you live in a home or apartment without fans or air conditioning, try to keep your house as cool as possible. Limit your 

use of the oven. Keep your shades, blinds, or curtains closed during the hottest part of the day. Open your windows at 

night. 

 If your house is hot, try to spend time during mid-day some place that has air conditioning—for example, go to the shop-

ping mall, movies, library, senior center, or a friend’s house. 

 If you need help getting to a cool place, ask a friend or relative. Some religious groups, senior centers, and Area Agencies 

on Aging 

 provide this service. If necessary, take a taxi or call for senior transportation. Don’t stand outside in the heat waiting for a 

bus. 

 Dress for the weather. Some people find natural fabrics, such as cotton, to be cooler than synthetic fibers. 

 Don’t try to exercise or do a lot of activities outdoors when it’s hot. 
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 Avoid crowded places when it’s hot outside. Plan trips during non-rush-hour times. 

Listen to Weather Reports 

If the temperature or humidity is going up or an air pollution alert is in effect, you are at increased risk for a heat-related illness. 

Play it safe by checking the weather report before going outside. 

What Should I Remember? 

Older people can have a tough time dealing with heat and humidity. The temperature inside or outside does not have to reach 100°

F (38°C) to put them at risk for a heat-related illness. 

Headache, confusion, dizziness, or nausea could be a sign of a heat-related illness. Go to the doctor or an emergency room to find 

out if you need treatment. 

To keep heat-related illnesses from becoming a dangerous heat stroke, remember to: 

 Get out of the sun and into a cool place—air-conditioning is best. 

 Drink fluids, but avoid alcohol and caffeine. Water and fruit or vegetable juices are good choices. 

 Shower, bathe, or sponge off with cool water. 

 Lie down and rest in a cool place. 

 Visit your doctor or go to an emergency room if you don’t cool down quickly. 

A Senior Watch 

During hot weather, think about making daily visits to older relatives and neighbors. Remind them to drink lots of water or juice, as 

long as their doctor hasn’t recommended otherwise because of a pre-existing condition. If there is a heat wave, offer to help them 

go someplace cool, such as air-conditioned malls, libraries, or senior centers. 

 

This info above was obtained from nia.nhi.gov 

Remember to mail something each and every day, I do!!! (Even while we were in MN) 

 

PS: Val and I had a wonderful time at your State Convention, thanks for everything. 

 

 

 

 

MN Retiree Meeting 
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  2022 UPMA MN State Convention Duluth 

Lots of     

information 

and Duluth 

Color Guard 
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Amazing Rolle Bolle 

2022 UPMA MN State Convention Duluth 
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2022 UPMA MN State Convention Duluth 

Beautiful weather            

great sights                       

wonderful memorial service 
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2022 UPMA MN State Convention Duluth 

Don’t forget PAC! 

More Ships 

More Rolle Bolle 

More Fun 
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Are you fully staffed?  If not, you are not alone.  Most 

offices are searching for that next person to fill their 

staffing needs.  Here are a few tips to assist in your 

search: 

Any of the “promotional item” requests go through   

Rachel Christensen.  The Workforce Planning group  

ultimately mails them out but she keeps a record of 

what is ordered.  Workforce Planning has yard signs, 

vehicle magnets, vehicle stickers, post-it notes, We’re 

Hiring Business cards and building banners.  Additional-

ly there will soon be vinyl window/counter clings. 

As far as EDDM mailings go, they also go through     

Rachel Christensen.  Prior to ordering, the office will 

have to provide documentation showing that they have 

reached out to their local high school guidance      

counselor, county veteran affairs counselor and local 

and county unemployment support agencies.  The  

Postal Service is very much promoting a personal     

connection over utilizing EDDM mailings which can be 

very costly and tend to have a very low return on       

investment rate.  It has been determined that ads in 

the newspapers are much more effective. 

Yes, advertising can be done in local newspapers.  If it 

has any sort of USPS branding (logos, etc.) on it the ad 

will need to be approved through HQ branding.  It is  

recommended a very generic ad similar to the one   

below but with the updated rates.  This one does not 

have to go through branding.  Depending on the cost, 

the MPOO may require additional steps prior to an 

ad.  Yes, it has to have an eBuy approval with the     

artwork in it and then it can be paid for with the office’s 

purchase card. 

The most important step that always seems to be      

lacking is what the District Manager said at the Mid-

Year meetings.  We know that the most effective way to 

get candidates and/or a candidate on board is through 

personal connection.  When there is a personal connec-

tion made to a recruiter or candidate they are over 50% 

more likely to get through the process timely and stay 

with the USPS.  Ordering an EDDM mailing and putting 

it in the mailboxes is “easy” but the reason it has such 

a low success rate is because it doesn’t create a      

personal connection. 

 

Also, the now hiring flyer (as well as the post-it notes, 

business cards and clings) all have a QR code where 

the candidate fills out a survey and receives a call from 

someone in the MN-ND District to explain our positions, 

answer any questions and help them through the     

process or refer them to the office.  We have had over 

100 candidates fill out the survey and find it is very 

beneficial. 

Lastly, utilize your neighboring offices.  They can place 

flyers in their lobbies listing nearby communities that 

are hiring.  The more we spread the word, the better 

likelihood of finding applicants.  Remember, we are all 

in this together, and we want every office to be         

successful! 

Melanie Anderson 
Postmaster Dundas MN Post Office 
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Postmaster of New Prague MN  

Office phone:  952-758-7678   Cell phone:  612-702-2941 

PAULINE LAMBRECHT, EXEC VP MEMBERSHIP                  

                        Membership vs. Attendance 

I just need to say Duluth was AMAZING!!  What a     

beautiful place to have UPMA State Convention.  For 

those of you who could not make it, the accommoda-

tions were breath taking.  We were right in the harbor, 

and enjoyed seeing old friends and meeting new ones. 

Tony Williams attended and talked about moving      

forward with the ten year plan, and how that will affect 

our offices. He also discussed the hiring issue. Earl 

Husbands, the National Vice President was there from 

Illinois, and spoke on the North National board         

message.   

Michael Rice gave an impressive Training session on 

Composite Scanning Scores in relation to our NPA and 

the use of Radar to finding the failed  packages within 

the system.   

This is really a good get away and you get to talk postal 

(Or NOT) with others that understand. And not to brag 

but along with my great team we kicked some butt in 

Rolle Bolle, and it was only my second year playing. We 

won the tournament.  It was pretty intense towards the 

end and it was a good time had by all.  I hope more of 

the active members join us next year.  It’s really worth 

taking time away from the office.  

Membership is going great. As of the day of the        

Convention we had eighty one new members join in the 

last year. This is a major accomplishment. Everyone can 

still join in on earning some extra cash, while enrolling 

your friends. The only requirement is that they are     

interested in becoming an EAS. This includes clerks, 

carriers, or 204B’s. The National Board approved the 

first year free, for another year. Minnesota board voted 

at our Board meeting to continue our Incentive program 

$25/$50/$100 (1187) for the first three active     

members you enroll, and $100 after three.  For retiree 

(1187R) it’s $10/$15/$25, and $25 for every member 

after the first three. Please make sure you either send 

me a copy of the 1187 or 1187R, or let me know by 

email or text, the name of the person you enrolled, 

once they are added to our data base, you will receive a 

check. 

As far as the Membership contest is going we are on 

the orange team which is in 2nd place. So let’s get out 

there and recruit.  I don’t like being second in             

anything! 

Now my final thoughts of this article: Attendance. You 

really don’t know what you’re missing, until you try.  My 

sister brought me to my first Legislative Summit, and I 

really felt like I was making a difference. At the National 

Convention I enjoy meeting new friends in the Postal 

Service throughout the United States.  I always have 

someone I can call that is a specialist in any              

department, which makes me a better employee.  

Then add to that, what I enjoy the most, is helping    

others with what I have learned, by going to some great 

training sessions.  So much to gain, for just attending, 

or like we say in our office, “Thanks for showing up.”  

 I hope to see some new attendees at National                   

Convention?  I dare you. Or at least come next year and 

try to beat us at Rolle Bolle? 

  

Until Next Time, Stay Safe!  
WINNERS! 
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Business Development Specialist,  Minneapolis, MN 

Cell:  952-212-5669 Email:  akjoos@gmail.com  

ANN JOOS, CHAPLAIN 
 

 

Catching Heffalumps    As seen on hillsidemedford.org 

If you have kids or have ever been a kid yourself, you 

may recall an incident from Chapter 5 of A.A. Milne’s 

classic storybook Winnie-the-Pooh, in which Pooh and 

his good friend Piglet set out to catch themselves an 

elephant (which they endearingly mispronounce as 

“Heffalump”). 

Pooh devises a rather cunning sort of trap: he decides 

that they will dig a deep hole and then place a jar of 

honey as bait at the bottom such that and elephant will 

be lured in but then won’t be able to escape. 

Piglet agrees to dig while Pooh goes off to retrieve 

some honey from his pantry. 

One Can Never Be Sure 

When Pooh finally arrives back at his house, he walks 

into his pantry and takes down from the shelf a pot 

that has the word “HUNNY” inscribed on its side.  Just 

to make sure that the inside really matched the out-

side, he took off the lid and to have a look at its       

contents. Sure enough, it’s rich, golden honey! 

“But,” observed Pooh, “one can never really be too 

sure about these things. I remember my uncle once 

telling me that he had seen cheese of this very color.” 

So rather than leaving to chance a thing of such great 

import, Pooh took a big lick right off the top. 

“No doubt about it!” he exclaimed, “That is indeed  

honey right down to the bottom” 

“Unless of course,” Pooh conjectured, “Unless of 

course somebody put cheese in at the bottom just for a 

joke. Perhaps I had better go a little further.” 

And so, then he licked a little bit further into the pot. 

Then a little bit further. Then a little bit further until, a 

few minutes later, there was no honey left in the pot. At 

that point Pooh gave a deep sigh and declared: “I was 

right, after all. It was honey all the way down.”  

As With Pooh, So With Jesus 

For Winnie the Pooh, what matters is what a pot really 

contains all the way down. If it’s only got honey at the 

top, but something quite different underneath, that is 

something he believes you ought to know about. 

Oddly enough, Jesus held the same view! His harshest 

words in the New Testament were leveled against the 

Pharisees, who were outwardly pious but whose hearts 

were unloving. 

Which is to say, Jesus wasn’t trying to get people to 

behave more religiously. Jesus didn’t want you to go to 

church more, sing more hymns, memorize more bible 

verses. Religious activities like that may be tools but 

they aren’t the point! Rather, what Jesus was after was 

the transformation of the human heart. He wants us to 

become people who, from top to bottom, are formed in 

the way of love. People who are through and through 

pure and holy and loving. 

 

May our hearts be filled to overflowing not with cheese, 

but with love, all the way down!  
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Postmaster Retired  Onamia MN    Cell phone:  218-280-0366 

Email:  mnupmaeditor@gmail.com   

VANESSA NIELSEN, EDITOR  
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. 
All articles are the opinion of the writer and do not   

necessarily  represent the views of Minnesota UPMA. 

All materials are copyrighted by their respective        

authors.  For reprint permission, contact the Editor. 

Please send funeral notifications 

to  the editor and Anita Pfiefer. 

Happy summer!  I’m a bit slow in getting this issue out-it seemed like 

every time I went to go on the computer, it either won’t hook up to my 

phones “hot spot” or it wants to connect to the neighbors! (no access to 

that) AND if I try to send something it waits until I’m in a Wi-Fi area!           

 I have the fortune to live out in the country, unfortunately it is in       

Kanabec County, which has the lowest access to broadband in the Entire 

STATE of MN.  I was really disgusted with our “can’t agree on anything” 

state legislature, who had the opportunity to  start funding broadband 

expansion to underserved areas, among other things, and didn’t.   

On the bright side, when the grandkids come to visit, they have no inter-

net service and actually have to  live without it!  They are not impressed. 

The summer is flying by as always and before you know it we’ll be head-

ing to St Louis for National Convention, and then it’s Labor Day weekend!   

We’ll be at WMSTR in Rollag, MN-stop  and say hi! 
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Article Deadline 

SEPT 5th, 2022 

 Periodical 

Events  

 
 

August 20-26, 2022 UPMA National Convention 
                                             St Louis MO 

 
September 16-18, 2022  Central Area Officer’s Conference 

    Sioux Falls, South Dakota 
 

March 19-22, 2023  Legislative Summit 
    Washington DC 

 
June 2023  Minnesota State Convention 

    to be determined 
 

August 26-31, 2023  UPMA National Convention 
    Denver, CO 


